The spectrally passive, gauge -invariant, quasi-free stases a) on the C*-algebra of anticommutation relations with respect to a one-parameter quasi-free action T are described. If the one-particle Hamiltonian H is discrete, the precise condition on the one-particle density Q of ca is combinatorial, but if the Connes spectrum of r is non-zero, it implies that Qj= (7+g /3CH+r)
Second Law of Thermodynamics. Passive states are spectrally passive [3] , and there is no known example of a spectrally passive state which is not passive (see [1] for some partial results). Now de Canniere [4] has investigated the condition (1.1) in the specific context of a (gauge-invariant) quasi-free state and quasifree automorphisms on the CAR algebra 21 (Jf) associated with a one-particle Hilbert space Jf (or the gauge-invariant part 2l(Jf) (0) ).
Thus 21 (Jf) is generated by annihilation and creation operators <z(/), a*(g) (f 9 g£=<^) satisfying the canonical anticommutation relations where e itH is a unitary group on Jf with one-particle Hamiltonian H.
The gauge action is the quasi-free one-parameter action with H=L The gauge-invariant quasi-free states o) are in one-to-one correspondence with the positive contractions Q on ffl, the correspondence being given by The operator Q, is known as the one-particle density of co. Invariance of co under r corresponds to Q^ commuting with H. All these, and other, properties of 2l(Jf) may be found in [2,5.2] . It was shown in [4] that if H has no eigenvectors then co is spectrally passive on 2l(Jf) (0) if and only if either Q==P( -°°, //) for some -oo<^<oo ? where P is the spectral measure of H, or Q,= (/ _l_£/3#-^-i f or some ^>Q and some -oo<^^<^oo. Furthermore, if co is spectrally passive on 2l(Jf), then £ = P(-°°. 0) or Q=(I + e* H )-1 .
Some partial results were given in [4] if H has some eigenvectors. This paper continues this programme by considering all possible combinations of eigenvalues of H. Thus a complete description is given in Theorem 4.3 (see Corollary 5.2 for the converse result) of all the one-particle densities Q, whose associated states are spectrally passive on 21 (Jf). If H is diagonalisable (so that H has a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors), then Q, is also diagonal-isable, and the eigenvalues of H, Q are paired in a certain combinatorial way (the "passive" pairs of § 3) . If the eigenvalues of H are evenly spaced or of large multiplicity, this requires that Q,= (/ _l_^(#+r))-i f or some ^3>0 and some operator T of trace class, apart from some degenerate possibilities, The assumptions on the eigenvalues are essentially that the Gonnes spectrum r (T) of r should not be (0), and the conclusion is that T=0 if F(r)=R and tr|!T| <j if F(T) =?Z for some f>0. If H has some eigenvectors but is not diagonalisable, then either Q,= (/ + ***) -1 or Q,(/-P(0)) =P(-oo, The techniques of proof in this paper are mostly derived from [4] , with certain extra combinatorial complications,, § 2 e Exponentials of Trace Class Operators
In the sequel, it will be seen that spectral passivity of (o implies inequalities of the form a -(/,-, a/,) )^c no -(/,,&/,)) n (
for certain constants c, integers 0<m<n and orthonormal sets {/,-: \<i<n] with (fi,Q,fj)=Q for \<i<^j<n. The results in this section describe some of the consequences of (2.1). For an operator T on tf, let ||r|li = tr|r| if T is of trace class, ||r||i = oo otherwise 0 The special case when Proof. It is possible to consider separately the restrictions to P(0)^f, P(-°o, 0)Jf and P(0, oo)^f 0 The first of these is covered by Lemma 3. 1, and the other two are similar to each other, so we consider only the latter. Assume therefore that ^a^>0 for all a 9 so that tf a >0 by (3.2 In this section, let H be a Hamiltonian on the one-particle Hilbert space ffl , with associated quasi-free one-parameter action r on St(Jf) given by (1.2). Let CD be a gauge-invariant quasi-free state of 21 (Jf) with associated one-particle density Q,, so that (1.3) is satisfied. Throughout this section, suppose that co is spectrally passive with respect to r. In particular, a) is r-invariant, so ft commutes with H and its spectral measure P. The condition (1.1) defining spectral passivity, gives (4. !)" The final statement follows on perturbing 1 { slightly. Q Now write tf = tf p ®jP 9 H = H P @H, Q, = Q p ® (i 9 where jf p is the closed linear span of the eigenspaces of H, Identify Sl(jf) with the C*-subalgebra of 21 ( Jf ) generated by [a (/) : /e Jf} . The restriction of a) to St(=5f) is the gauge-invariant quasi-free state with oneparticle density Q,, and it is spectrally passive for the restriction of T to 2l(^f) e This restricted action is the quasi-free action with oneparticle Hamiltonian H, which has no eigenvectors,, The results of de Ganniere [4] may therefore be applied to H 9 Q. He proved (in a slightly different formulation) that either Q = P( -co, //) for some -oo^/*^0 0 , or $,= (/+^J ?~A|I )~I for some /3>0 and some -oo<<°°, where P is the spectral measure of H, and / is the identity operator on 2$. He also stated without proof [4, Remark 3, 14] that in fact Q,= P(-°o, 0) or Q,= (/+^)" 1 . This last fact is contained in the following lemma, which also removes some superfluous conditions from [4, Lemma 4 0 3]. The lemma could be proved in a similar fashion to [4] , using the known characterization of the KMS states of quasi-free actions and the inequality valid for KMS states w at inverse temperature /3 [3] . However, it is no great hardship to give a proof from first principles, Proof. By Lemma 4.2 and the preceding remarks, either Q= (I _!_£/?#)-i j n ^^h case (i) is satisfied, or Q=P(~oo 9 0). In the remainder of the proof, assume that Q=P(-°°, 0). Assume also that (ii) is not satisfied, so that there is a unit vector / 0 in P(0, oo) jf with (/ 0 , QjT 0 ) >0 or a unit vector g Q in P(~oo y 0) with (g Q , Qg Q )<^l. If condition (i) is satisfied, then w is the unique KMS state at inverse temperature £ [2,5.2.23], and is therefore spectrally passive [3] . If condition (ii) is satisfied, then CD is a ground state [2,5.3. 20] , so that <o(x*x) =Q<(o(xx*) for x in R(-oo, 0). Thus a) is spectrally passive.
The remaining conditions (iii) and (iv) are both covered by the following result, where J^2 may be (0), in which case the resolvent set of H 2 is R 9 and ||//i||i may be infinite (condition (iii) of Theorem 4.3). Then is a r-invariant C*-subalgebra of SI(Jf), the restriction of T to is the qausi-free action with one-particle Hamiltonian H\3i? F , and the restriction of (o is the gauge-invariant quasi-free state with oneparticle density QJJf F . By the finite-dimensional case above, a)(x*x) <co(xx*) for all x in R(-°°, Q)r\%(3if F ).
Theorems
Since R(-°°, 0) =[w The C*-algebra of primary concern in [4] Remark. In case (iv), it can be assumed that /^ or // 2 is finite (otherwise, case (iii) applies). Then, if Jf\ does not have finite even dimension, (6. 1) is equivalent to the condition that for some // 2 <//<//!. If Jfx has dimension 2m, and the eigenvalues of HI are ^i<^2<... <A 2m , then (6.1) is equivalent to the conditions that \\Hi-ZJlli^fr-tm and H/fi-^+i/jfIi^^+i-//!.
